Background: Spaceflight has been associated with changes in gait and balance; it is unclear whether it affects cognition. Head down tilt bed rest (HDBR) is a microgravity analog that mimics cephalad fluid shifts and body unloading. In consideration of astronaut's health and mission success, we investigated the effects of HDBR on cognition and sensorimotor function. Furthermore, we investigated if exercise mitigates any cognitive and sensorimotor sequelae of spaceflight.
Background: Spaceflight has been associated with changes in gait and balance; it is unclear whether it affects cognition. Head down tilt bed rest (HDBR) is a microgravity analog that mimics cephalad fluid shifts and body unloading. In consideration of astronaut's health and mission success, we investigated the effects of HDBR on cognition and sensorimotor function. Furthermore, we investigated if exercise mitigates any cognitive and sensorimotor sequelae of spaceflight.
Method:
We conducted a 70-day six-degree HDBR study in 10 male subjects who were randomly assigned to a HDBR supine exercise or a HDBR control group. Cognitive measures (i.e., processing speed, manual dexterity, psychomotor speed, visual dependency, and 2D and 3D mental rotation) and sensorimotor performance (functional mobility (FMT) and balance performance) were collected at 12 and 8 days pre-HDBR, at 7, 50, and 70 days in HDBR, and at 8 and 12 days post-HDBR. Exercise comprised resistance training, and continuous and high-intensity interval aerobic exercise. We also repeatedly assessed an outside-of-bed rest control group to examine metric stability.
Results: Small practice effects were observed in the control group for some tasks; these were taken into account when analyzing effects of HDBR. No significant effects of HDBR on cognition were observed, although visual dependency during HDBR remained stable in HDBR controls whereas it decreased in HDBR exercise subjects. Furthermore, HDBR was associated with loss of FMT and standing balance performance, which were almost fully recovered 12 days post-HDBR. Aerobic and resistance exercise partially mitigated the effects of HDBR on FMT and accelerated the recovery time course post-HDBR.
Introduction Spaceflight Effects on Sensorimotor Performance and Cognitive Function
Spaceflight has been associated with deterioration of locomotor function (Mulavara et al., 2010) and postural stability (Cohen et al., 2012) in astronauts after their return to Earth. These adverse effects of spaceflight have been ascribed to several factors including muscle unloading and reinterpretation of vestibular inputs (Young et al., 1984) . Whether spaceflight also induces cognitive deterioration is undecided, but not unlikely, considering the spaceflight-related risks for impaired cognitive function such as chronic stress, sleep deprivation, fluid shifts, and hormone imbalances (Strangman et al., 2014) . In addition, spaceflight related neuroplasticity that has been observed in rodents could affect cognitive performance (Holstein et al., 1999) . However, a recent review of 32 studies investigating the adverse neurocognitive effects of short term and long term spaceflight concluded that there is no strong support for or against spaceflight-induced cognitive deficits (Strangman et al., 2014) . The authors suggested that the lack of strong results could be related to lack of power due to the small sample sizes of these spaceflight studies [median number of astronauts and cosmonauts in the 32 studies was 3 (range: 1-13)]. Considering the health of crewmembers and mission success, especially now that expeditions to Mars are being planned (Parihar et al., 2015) , it is important to determine the potential neurocognitive sequelae of spaceflight. We are currently conducting a study investigating the extent, longevity, and neural bases of spaceflight effects on neurocognitive and sensorimotor performance in a group of astronauts and in a terrestrial study using head downtilt bed rest (HDBR) as a microgravity analog. Here we describe results of the HDBR analog study of which the protocol has been published previously (Koppelmans et al., 2013) .
Bed Rest Effects on Sensorimotor Performance and Cognitive Function
Microgravity analog studies that can be conducted on Earth, such as in HDBR, provide the possibility to estimate the effects of microgravity on cognitive and sensorimotor functioning in relatively large numbers of participants (i.e., relative to the number of available astronauts). HDBR resembles certain characteristics of the microgravity environment in space, such as cephalad fluid shift, cardiovascular deconditioning, and body unloading. Bed rest in the six-degree head-down tilt position is considered the best Earth model to simulate the effects of prolonged microgravity on the human body (Hutchison, 2001) . HDBR has been associated with decreased postural stability (Muir et al., 2011; Mulder et al., 2014) , increased fall incidence (Mulder et al., 2014) , and reduced functional mobility (FMT; Reschke et al., 2009 ).
The majority of HDBR studies that focused on cognitive outcomes have mainly investigated the effects of 2 weeks of bed rest or less (Lipnicki and Gunga, 2009 ). The few studies that have investigated longer duration bed rest (here defined as 4 weeks or more) showed both negative and positive effects of bed rest on cognitive performance. Detrimental effects of bed rest have been observed in various cognitive domains, including simple reaction time, mental arithmetic, short term memory, and executive functioning (Lipnicki and Gunga, 2009) . Differences in outcomes between HDBR studies can be partly ascribed to differences in study protocols. Shorter duration HDBR studies may not be able to detect some effects that only emerge when the body is the supine position for longer periods of time. In addition, repetitive testing could lead to practice effects which may mask the detrimental effects of HDBR. The mechanisms behind bed rest related cognitive deterioration are not extensively studied. Lipnicki et al. (2009a) suggested that the adverse effects of HDBR on executive functioning that they observed could be related to changes in the frontal cortex. However, despite some studies reporting negative effects of HDBR on cognition, the current literature does not show strong evidence for bed rest induced cognitive deterioration. Conversely, studies that applied relatively long-duration bed rest often showed improvement in cognitive performance which could reflect practice effects resulting from accumulative task exposure (Calamia et al., 2012) or cognitive training that was given before bed rest in some bed rest studies (Lipnicki and Gunga, 2009 ). Inclusion of normative control subjects who do not participate in bed rest and who are assessed at similar time intervals as HDBR subjects can help distinguishing practice effects form HDBR effects.
Exercise as Potential Countermeasure for the Effects of Microgravity on Sensorimotor Performance and Cognitive Function
Previous research showed that 25 min of daily locomotionlike activities (heel raises, squats, and hopping exercises in the upright position) during a 5-day HDBR intervention prevented deterioration of postural stability and decreased fall incidence (Mulder et al., 2014) . Moreover, simply standing upright for 25 min per day had the same effect as the locomotion-like activities. In a longer duration 30-day HDBR study, DeRoshia and Greenleaf (1993) compared subjects performing aerobic exercise and subjects performing strength exercise to control subjects. They observed improvement in hand and finger tapping performance from pre-HDBR to in-HDBR in all three groups. In addition, improvement in all cognitive domains was reported (i.e., verbal reasoning, encoding visual-spatial ability, pattern comparison, pursuit tracking, and short-term memory) over the course of HDBR (DeRoshia and Greenleaf, 1993) . Except for relatively larger improvements in short term memory for both exercise groups, and relatively larger improvements in verbal reasoning and encoding for the control group, there were no differences in cognitive changes over time between the three groups.
Both the studies by Mulder et al. (2014) and DeRoshia and Greenleaf (1993) looked at relatively short duration HDBR interventions. Future planned space missions such as to Mars (Parihar et al., 2015) are of long-duration and it is therefore important to investigate if long duration HDBR is associated with cognitive and sensorimotor problems and if aerobic and strength training mitigate these effects. Aerobic exercise is a candidate countermeasure for the potential effects of long-duration HDBR on sensorimotor performance and cognition, given the positive effects of locomotion on posture instability and fall incidence caused by short-duration HDBR (Mulder et al., 2014) and because exercise intervention studies have reported improved cognitive functioning in various populations, including healthy older adults and those with neurodegenerative diseases (Bherer et al., 2013) . We have therefore conducted a study of long duration (i.e., 70 days) HDBR in which we compared five HDBR exercise subjects, five HDBR non-exercise subjects, and nine normative control subjects who do not participate in HDBR (Koppelmans et al., 2013) . We aim to determine effects of longduration HDBR on cognition and sensorimotor performance, and to verify if exercise mitigates any of these potential effects of HDBR. Furthermore, the normative control subjects will allow us to interpret effects of HDBR in consideration of practice effects. Finally, the potential effects of HDBR on neurocognitive performance could reflect both immediate effects of supine orientation as well as potential bio-physiological processes that affect the brain, such as increased intracranial pressure that may need a longer time to manifest (Caprihan et al., 1999) . To distinguish the immediate effects of orientation from other effects of HDBR on neurocognitive performance we assessed the normative subjects in the supine as well as the seated position.
Materials and Methods

Participants
The HDBR group consisted of ten right-handed males aged 32.9 ± 4.8 years at time of admission (range: 27.6-39.8 years). HDBR control participants were admitted 13 days before starting 70-day, six degrees-HDBR at the NASA bed rest facility, at the University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX, USA. HDBR exercise subjects (see below under ''exercise intervention'') were admitted 21 days pre-HDBR. All HDBR subjects were dismissed 14 days after HDBR. While in bed rest, participants remained in the head down-tilt position at all times except for 30 min at each meal (three times per day), when they were permitted to support their head with their hands. These individuals participated in multiple experiments while in bed rest, organized by the NASA Flight Analogs Project team. All subjects received monetary compensation for their participation.
Nine male subjects participated as normative control participants (subsequently referred to as the ''normative control group''). Their average age was 39.1 ± 8.7 years at time of admission (range: 26.2-55.9 years). The normative participants were recruited from the NASA Johnson Space Center subject test facility.
All bed rest and normative subjects passed an Air Force Class III equivalent physical examination. Both the bed rest study and the normative study were conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki, and were both approved by the institutional review boards of the University of Michigan, the University of Texas-Medical Branch (UTMB), and NASA. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Exercise Intervention
Bed rest subjects were randomly assigned to either a HDBR exercise group (subsequently referred to as the ''exercise group'') or a HDBR control group (subsequently referred to as the ''HDBR control group''). Participants in the exercise group started supine exercising 20 days before HDBR. Supine exercise refers to exercise during which the body remained in supine position. The intensity of exercise gradually increased during these 20 days, and full exercise began with the start of HDBR. A detailed description of our exercise program has been described previously (Ploutz-Snyder et al., 2014) . In short: during HDBR, exercise participants exercised 6 days per week. On days 1, 3 and 5, resistance training and continuous aerobic exercise were performed, which were separated by at least 4 h. Resistance exercise lasted 35-60 min per training day, including supine squat, heel raise, leg press, and hamstring curl. The intensities of the aerobic exercise were prescribed as heart rate at a percentage of peak oxygen consumption (VO 2peak ) that was measured pre-HDBR during an upright cycle peak-test. Each session of continuous aerobic training was 30 min, at least 75% of VO 2peak . On days 2, 4 and 6, high-intensity interval aerobic exercise was performed using a vertical treadmill and a supine cycle ergometer, with interval durations of 2 min (six times, at 70, 80, 90, 100, 90 and 80% of VO 2peak with a 2 min rest), 30 s (eight times at maximal effort with 15 s of active rest), and 4 min (four times at a target intensity of 85% VO 2peak ), respectively. The test operators adjusted treadmill speed and cycle ergometer load during the exercise session to meet the target heart rate of the continuous and interval sessions. The duration of active rest (i.e., activity at ∼40% of VO 2peak ) between two exercise intervals was 2 min, 15 s, or 3 min, respectively, resulting in total exercise sessions of 32 min, 15 min and 35 min on days 2, 4, and 6. No training was performed on day 7. Normative control subjects were not participating in an exercise intervention, but might have exercised as per their own daily routines (data not recorded).
Cognitive and Sensorimotor Tests
For the bed rest participants, several behavioral tests were repeatedly administered at two sessions pre-, three sessions during, and two sessions post-bed rest. Normative control subjects were tested at four time points. The testing time lines are presented in Figure 1 . Subjects were assessed as close as possible to the planned assessment day. Nevertheless, FIGURE 1 | Testing timeline for head down tilt bed rest (HDBR) and normative subjects. The top x-axis shows time in days for the bed rest subjects (e.g., BR -8 = 8 days pre-HDBR). The bottom x-axis shows time in days for normative subjects. The gray background indicates the bed rest period. BR Cognition = Time points at which cognitive assessments (i.e., digit symbol substitution test, Purdue pegboard test, rod and frame test, cube rotation test, and card rotation test) took place for the bed rest subjects; BR Sensorimotor = Time points at which sensorimotor tests (i.e., functional mobility test, and sensory organization test (SOT-5 and SOT-5M)) took place for the bed rest subjects; Normative = Time points during which normative subjects completed cognitive tests in supine and seated position and sensorimotor tests.
FIGURE 2 | Average assessment days for bed rest and normative control subjects. The top x-axis shows time in days for normative subjects.
The bottom x-axis shows time in days for the bed rest subjects (e.g., BR -8 = 8 days pre-HDBR). The gray background indicates the bed rest period. Error bars represent standard deviations; Normative = normative control subjects (n = 9); HDBR = head down bed rest subjects (n = 10).
there was some variation (see Figure 2) . Within normative control subjects we evaluated the influence of subject position (supine vs. seated) on behavioral measures to identify to what extent the adverse effects of HDBR can be attributed to the direct result of an acute change in subject position or the effect of accumulative time in HDBR. Cognitive tests for which data were collected in both supine and seated position were administered on two consecutive days. The order of subject position was counterbalanced across participants. The behavioral measures have been described previously (Koppelmans et al., 2013) . Participants performed the following tests;
Digit Symbol Substitution Test
The Digit symbol substitution test (Lezak et al., 2004 ) was used to assess processing speed. Participants were provided a key of nine digit-symbol pairs, followed by a list of 140 digits. The paper and pencil were presented in front of the subject while he was in the supine position. The material was mounted on a board that could be height-adjusted for each subject. Subjects were asked to write down the corresponding symbols for these digits as fast as possible. The completion time and number of correct answers were indicators of processing speed.
Purdue Pegboard Test
The Purdue pegboard test was used to evaluate bimanual coordination (Tiffin and Asher, 1948) . The test consists of a pegboard with parallel rows of 25 holes. The board was mounted in front of the subject and could be adjusted in height. Subjects were instructed to place small cylindrical metal pegs into the holes using both hands simultaneously. The board and pegs were presented in front of the subject while he was in the supine position. The time taken to complete 15 pairs was measured.
Rod and Frame Test
The rod and frame test (RFT; Isableu et al., 1998 ) was used to measure individual reliance on visual vs. other cues (vestibular, proprioceptive) . The test consists of a rotatable rod inside a square frame, which can be rotated independently. Subjects were instructed to observe the rod through the tunnel-like frame, so that the visual cues outside of the frame could be removed. The RFT was repeated eight times with two random starting incline positions of the rod and/or the frame (±18 • ). Participants were lying on their left side to complete the test and were instructed to align and position the rod to match their perceived upright vertical orientation. Subjects were scored in degrees of deviation from true vertical.
3D Cube Mental Rotation Task
In the cube rotation task, subjects were asked to compare assemblages of 3-dimensional (3D) cubes (Shepard and Metzler, 1988) . In each trial, a 3D shape was presented on the computer screen for 3 s, followed by a 2-s blank screen and then two 3D cube images. One of the two images was the same as the initial image however it was rotated in 3D space. Participants were lying on their left side to be able to view the screen and were requested to determine which of the two images matched the target. Response time and accuracy were indicators of performance.
Thurstone's 2D Card Rotation Task
This test measured the spatial working memory of the subjects (Ekstrome et al., 1976) . The material was mounted on a board that could be height-adjusted for each subject. In each trial, a two-dimensional (2D) drawing of an irregularly shaped card was presented. To the right there were six drawings of the same cards that were either only rotated, or rotated and mirrored. Subjects were asked to identify which cards matched the initial drawing (i.e., which were rotated in 2D space and not mirrored). The paper and pencil were presented in front of the subject while he was in the supine position. Response time and accuracy were measured as indicators of performance.
Functional Mobility Test
The FMT test consists of a series of locomotor challenges (Mulavara et al., 2010) . Subjects walked through an obstacle course; the first part was set up on a hard floor, whereas the second part was set up on a base of medium density foam to increase postural challenge. The 6.0 m × 4.0 m course consisted of several foam obstacles such as hurdles, pylons and bars. Participants were instructed to walk through the course as quickly and safely as possible, without touching any of the obstacles. Although subjects performed this test repeatedly three times, we considered the first test time as the metric most sensitive to change.
Sensory Organization Test
Balance control was measured using the Sensory Organization Tests (SOTs) provided by EquiTest System platform (NeuroCom, Clackamas, OR, USA; Neurocom, 2012) . During testing, subjects were instructed to maintain a stable upright posture for 20-s trials with feet positioned shoulder width apart, eyes closed and arms folded across the chest. All trials were conducted with a sway-referenced support surface that was intended to disrupt somatosensory feedback and therefore reflect how well vestibular input could be utilized to maintain balance. The center of pressure in both anterior-posterior and medial-lateral directions was obtained from the force plate and then filtered to estimate the center of mass (COM). The subject's sway angle was then derived from the COM that was assumed to be above the support surface at approximately 55% of total height (McGinnis, 2013, p149) . The anterior-posterior peak-to-peak sway angle was used to compute a continuous equilibrium score scaled relative to a maximum theoretical peak-to-peak sway of 12.5 • and normalized by the percent of the trial completed (Wood et al., 2012) . In addition to three trials with head erect (referred to as SOT-5), subjects completed three trials while they were tasked to pitch their heads ±20 • at 0.33 Hz as cued by an oscillating tone provided over headphones (referred to as SOT-5M). SOT-5M is more difficult than the SOT-5 by requiring voluntary head movements and requiring integration of both semicircular canal (angular) and otolith (linear) cues. For both the SOT-5 and SOT-5M, we selected the median score of the three trials to prevent effects of outliers.
Statistical Analyses
Both accuracy and speed outcome measures of the card rotation test and performance on SOT-5M were negatively skewed due to ceiling effects for the card rotation test and near to ceiling effects for SOT-5M. Reverse score transformation with subsequent log or square root transformation did not yield normally distributed data. For lack of an appropriate alternative analysis model we maintained the linear-mixed model (see below). Therefore, results of these outcome measures should be interpreted with caution. Data of all remaining outcome measures were normally distributed.
Effects of Group and Time in HDBR Subjects and Normative Subjects
Linear mixed model analysis was used to test group by time differences between HDBR exercise and HDBR control subjects, and to test subject position by time differences for the normative control subjects. The subject variable was entered as a random intercept. For each outcome measure, we tested the simple effects of time, group, and group by time. Post hoc pairwise comparisons of time, group, and group by time were only conducted if their respective simple effect was significant at p < 0.05. If the interaction was significant we explored the time courses for the HDBR exercise group and HDBR control group separately in addition to the pairwise interaction effects. We selected the second baseline measure (i.e., 8 days pre-bed rest for HDBR subjects and 12-day follow-up for the normative subjects) as the reference time point for the post hoc pairwise comparisons to account for practice effects that were expected from the first to the second assessment. To correct for alpha inflation we applied Bonferroni correction.
HDBR Subjects vs. Normative Control Subjects
The time intervals between test dates differed for the HDBR and normative control subjects, because the control testing timeline was optimized for another study. Due to this, we used trend analysis in which time was entered as a continuous variable to compare the time courses of both HDBR exercise and HDBR control subjects to the time course of the normative control subjects. For this analysis, we included data from the second measurement onwards for both groups to ensure that all subjects had at least one practice session. In addition, we excluded the post-HDBR time points for this analysis because we were interested in comparing performance over the course of HDBR to normative performance over a similar time course. Because of age differences between HDBR subjects and normative control subjects this analysis was adjusted for age at baseline (i.e., BR -12 for HDBR subjects and normative assessment one for normative control subjects).
Restricted maximum likelihood (REML) was used in all linear mixed model analyses because REML estimation is less sensitive to small sample bias than traditional maximum likelihood due to fixed-effects estimation (Van Dongen et al., 1999) . Alpha levels were set at 0.05 for all analyses. Stata was used for all analyses (StataCorp. 2013. Stata Statistical Software: Release 13. College Station, TX, USA: StataCorp LP).
Results Table 1 provides demographics of the HDBR groups and the normative control subjects as well as baseline scores for both groups. Table 2 gives an overview of the main effects of group, time, and the interaction effect of group by time for both HDBR groups, and an overview of the main effects of subject position, time, and the interaction effect of subject position by time for the normative control subjects. For the HDBR groups, significant main effects of time were observed for all outcome measures except for the accuracy measure of the card rotation test. Significant effects of group were observed for the Purdue pegboard test, the accuracy measure of the rod and frame test, and SOT-5. Significant interaction effects were observed for the accuracy measure of the rod and frame test, and all FMT outcome measures except for time needed to complete the second half of the FMT. For normative control subjects, main effects of time were observed for all cognitive measures except for the rod and frame test, time needed to complete the second half of the FMT, and SOT-5. Significant main effects of subject position were observed for the Purdue pegboard test and the accuracy measure of the rod and frame test. In addition, a significant interaction was observed for the Purdue pegboard test. analysis were observed for cognitive outcome measures. Figure 3 shows a graphical representation of the significant group-by-time interactions presented in Tables 1-4 .
Pre-HDBR Changes
Except for the card rotation test, time needed to complete the cube rotation test and SOT-5, pairwise comparisons revealed that HDBR exercise subjects showed a significant improvement from 12 days pre-HDBR to 8 days pre-HDBR on all outcome measures, suggesting practice effects for these tasks. HDBR control subjects improved significantly from 12 days pre-HDBR to 8 days pre-HDBR on the same outcome measures as the exercise subjects, except for performance on the rod and frame test.
Digit Symbol Substitution Test
Due to a ceiling effect for this this test we were not able to model accuracy as a function of HDBR over time in the normative subjects. Compared to 8 days pre-HDBR, HDBR subjects completed the task significantly faster at 8 and 12 days post-HDBR, which likely reflects practice effects. Normative control subjects did not show significant improvement after their second assessment (i.e., at day 12) and performance was not associated with subject position.
Purdue Pegboard Test
Compared to 8 days pre-HDBR the HDBR subjects performed better at the last day in HDBR and at 8 and 12 days post HDBR.
Normative control subjects performed significantly better in seated position than in supine position. Performance in seated position did not significantly differ at any time point from the second assessment and only performance at the first day in supine position was significantly worse than performance at day 12. Although there was a significant interaction effect between time and subject position, follow-up analysis did not reveal any particular time point at which this interaction was significant.
Rod and Frame Test
Although there were significant main effects of group, time, and group by time interaction, follow-up analyses did not reveal any particular time point at which these main effects were significant. Analysis stratified by HDBR group however revealed that whereas rod alignment to actual vertical over the course of HDBR or post-HDBR did not change for HDBR control subjects, exercise subjects became better at aligning the rod to Earth vertical. Post-HDBR, this improvement reached significance (see Figure 3 ). For normative control subjects there was no significant main effect of time. Overall, supine performance resulted in significantly worse performance.
3D Cube Rotation Test
There were no significant differences in accuracy or speed of cube rotation performance between the HDBR exercise and HDBR control group. Time needed to complete the cube rotation test was significantly less at 70 days in HDBR and post-HDBR compared to 8 days pre-HDBR. Cube rotation accuracy was not significantly different from 8 days pre-HDBR at any time during or post-HDBR. Normative subjects' speed or accuracy did not change from day 12 to assessments at day 50 or 90.
2D Card Rotation Test
Time needed to complete the card rotation test did not significantly differ between HDBR exercise and HDBR control subjects. Compared to 8 days pre-HDBR, performance was faster at all consecutive time points, although performance was not associated with time. In the normative control subjects time needed to complete the card rotation test was only significantly less at day 90 compared to day 12. Accuracy was not associated with time.
Functional Mobility Test
HDBR exercise and HDBR control subjects needed significantly more time to complete the FMT (all outcome measures) directly after 70 days in-HDBR compared to 8 days pre-HDBR (see Figure 3) . At 8 days post-HDBR, HDBR control subjects still needed significantly more time than 8 days pre-HDBR, whereas the exercise subjects already had significantly improved their scores for the total FMT at 8 days post-HDBR compared The top x-axis shows time in days for normative subjects. The bottom x-axis shows time in days for the bed rest subjects (e.g., BR -8 = 8 days pre-HDBR). Blue lines represent data of HDBR control subjects; Red lines represent data of HDBR exercise subjects; Green lines represent data of normative control subjects (in supine position for the Rod and Frame graph); Text printed in brown within the graphs show which main effects are significant for the HDBR analyses (e.g., time, time + group, or group + time + group × time). Dots (e.g., •) indicate at which time point(s) values differ significantly from their baseline (∆ BR -8 = 8 days pre-HDBR for the total group of HDBR subjects; ∆ Day 12: N = day 12 for normative control subjects). In case of a significant group by time interaction effect or group effect of exercise separate lines are presented for HDBR control subjects (in blue; ∆ BR -8: C) and HDBR exercise subjects (in red; ∆ BR -8: E). ∆ G×T indicates time points with significant group by time interaction.
to 8 days pre-HDBR (see Figure 3) . At 12 days post-HDBR control subjects had also significantly improved from baseline. None of the FMT outcome measures showed a significant effect of exercise, but significant group by time interactions were observed for time needed to complete the total FMT at 8 days post-HDBR, indicating larger improvement for the exercise group. In addition, group by time interactions were observed for time needed to complete the first half of the FMT at 8 and 12 days post-HDBR, indicating improvements for the exercise group and deterioration for the HDBR control group. Normative control subjects did not show significant improvements from assessment at 12 days onwards (see Figure 3) . Trend analysis showed that relative to slope of the change in FMT performance of normative control subjects, HDBR control subjects needed more time to complete these tests post HDBR. This was not the case for HDBR exercise subjects (see Table 5 ).
Sensory Organization Tests
We observed a significant effect of group indicating that HDBR exercise subjects' SOT-5 performance was overall better then performance of HDBR control subjects. Compared to 8 days pre-HDBR, SOT-5 and SOT-5M performance was significantly worse directly post-HDBR (see Figure 3) . No significant changes from 8 days pre-HDBR were observed at 8 or 12 days post-HDBR for either SOT-5 or SOT-5M. SOT-5 scores of normative control subjects were not associated with time and their SOT-5M scores did not significantly change from baseline (i.e., day 12) to day 50 or day 90. Trend analysis revealed that relative to normative control subjects, SOT-5 and SOT-5M performance of both HDBR exercise and HDBR control subjects significantly linearly declined from pre-HDBR to immediately post-HDBR (see Table 5 ).
Alpha Inflation
After correction for multiple comparisons the effects of HDBR and exercise on cognitive performance were no longer significant. However, the detrimental effects of HDBR on FMT performance (time needed to complete the total, first and second half of the FMT) that were observed immediately post-HDBR and 8 days post-HDBR (time needed to complete the first half of the FMT) as well as deterioration of balance performance with head movement at 8 days post-HDBR remained significant after Bonferroni correction. The observed cognitive and sensorimotor changes over time or those related to position in normative subjects did not survive Bonferroni correction.
Discussion
We investigated whether exercise in the supine position before and during HDBR mitigates any potential adverse effects of HDBR on sensorimotor performance and cognitive functioning and how this relates to learning effects in normative control subjects who did not participate in HDBR or an exercise intervention. Furthermore, within these normative control subjects we investigated how performance is affected by completing cognitive tests in the supine position compared to completing them in a seated position, in order to explore the subject position-related direct effects of long-term HDBR on performance as opposed to the long(er)-term effects that might be related to physical deconditioning (Convertino et al., 1997) and central nervous system (CNS) changes potentially resulting from prolonged inactivity (Roberts et al., 2010; Rao et al., 2014) .
Cognitive Performance
No significant deterioration in cognitive performance was observed from 8 days pre-HDBR to any time during HDBR. On the digit symbol test, which measures manual dexterity and psychomotor speed, we observed a main effect of exercise. This indicates that exercise subjects were overall faster. It is unclear whether this group difference represents effects of exercise, or differences at baseline, or both. Randomization of subjects should have resulted in similarity of the groups at baseline, although this might have been hampered by our small sample size (Moher et al., 2010; de Boer et al., 2015) . It is also important to note that subjects randomized to the exercise condition started ramping up their exercise training immediately upon study admission. It is possible, perhaps even likely, that beneficial effects of exercise had already occurred by 12 and 8 days pre-HDBR as subjects had been gradually increasing their exercise over the 9 days prior to their first tests.
Results from the rod and frame test showed that visual dependency remained stable in HDBR control subjects but declined in HDBR exercise subjects. Previous research showed that subjects who are more visually dependent tend to have greater difficulty adapting to novel discordant sensory stimuli (Brady et al., 2012) . Thus, the decrease in visual dependency that we observed in the group of HDBR exercise subjects could reflect a beneficial development in terms of sensorimotor integration and function. Because HDBR control subjects did not become less visually dependent with accumulating time in HDBR, it seems reasonable to assume that exercise mitigates the effects of bed rest on practice effects of visual dependency. However, change in visual dependency in normative subjects was not significant and there were no significant interactions between normative control subjects and HDBR exercise and control subjects. We can therefore only speculate about effects of HDBR on visual dependency and further research is necessary to validate these non-significant finings. Interestingly, the normative control subjects performed worse in supine position than in seated position. These data thus indicate that change of posture can affect visual dependency in such a way that transitioning into the supine position results in being more visually dependent. Increased visual dependency has been observed previously in astronauts post-flight, as an adaptation to diminished gravitational cues (Young et al., 1986) . Potentially, the mitigating effect of exercise could help astronauts recover post-flight in stabilizing and orienting posture because they are better able to integrate information from several sensory systems (Isableu et al., 2008) . We did not observe HDBR-induced deterioration in performance of cognitive measures, neither relative to a pre-HDBR baseline, nor compared to the performance time course of normative control subjects. This is in line with previous HDBR studies that also found no significant detrimental effects of HDBR (Seaton et al., 2009) or even performance improvement over the course of HDBR on measures of psychomotor performance (Pavy-Le Traon et al., 1994) , encoding (DeRoshia and Greenleaf, 1993) , and 2D mental rotation (Liao et al., 2014) .
The cognitive deterioration and cognitive improvements in our HDBR subjects, pre-HDBR, during-HDBR, or post-HDBR, were no longer significant after correction for multiple comparisons. Likewise, we did not observe any significant improvements in cognitive functioning in normative control subjects tested in the supine position after their second assessment after adjustment for multiple testing. Thus, no further practice effects were observed in normative subjects from their second assessment onwards. The fact that we did not find interaction effects between changes over time in HDBR subjects during HDBR and in normative control subjects over a similar time interval on any of our cognitive outcome measures implies that there are no effects of HDBR on the cognitive outcome measures under study, at least within the context of our study. However, the small sample size of our study may have resulted in type II errors. Therefore, HBDR studies with a larger sample size are warranted to verify the potential meaningfulness of the cognitive changes we observed that did not survive multiple comparisons correction.
In contrast with the lack of association between HDBR and psychomotor speed that we report, a previous 5 weeks no-tilt bed rest study in eight airmen reported detrimental effects of bed rest on a simple reaction time test that involves lever pressing and a measure of hand steadiness that requires putting a stylus in various sized holes while trying to avoid touching the edges of the holes (Ryback et al., 1971) . However, exercise did not mitigate the effects of bed rest on psychomotor performance. A potential explanation for the discrepancies between this study and the current study could be that the psychomotor measures used in the study by Ryback et al. (1971) are more sensitive to the effects of bed rest. A few other studies have observed significant adverse effects of HDBR on cognitive functioning. For example, Seaton et al. (2007) reported that general cognitive performance in HDBR subjects was worse than in control subjects. However, these conclusions were based on descriptive statistics and no formal tests were conducted to test these differences. Another HDBR study by Lipnicki et al. (2009b) showed that 50 days of HDBR did not result in worse executive functioning, but rather that HDBR prevented improvements. In contrast, our comparison of changes in cognitive performance between HDBR subjects and normative control subjects found no evidence for an increase in performance being prevented by HDBR. The design used by Lipnicki et al. neatly prevents practice effects, but requires more subjects as it is a between subjects design (pre and post metrics were compared between differing subjects). Another study investigating effects of HDBR on executive functioning measured with a flanker task reported slower responses during HDBR compared to pre-HDBR (Liu et al., 2012) . A potential explanation for the absence of significant deterioration of cognitive functioning in our study is that HDBR affects some but not all cognitive domains.
Our results indicate that long-duration HDBR does not cause cognitive deterioration in the domains under study. However, our small sample size, practice effects, and subjects' cognitive reserve could have prevented us from finding significant effects of HDBR. Some of our outcome measures showed nonsignificant deterioration after 7 days of HDBR. Whether any detrimental effect of HDBR would be significant in larger samples should be a topic of future research, although based on our data, large effects are not to be expected. Practice effects refer to improved performance that can result from familiarity with the test procedure and material (Bartels et al., 2010) . Using alternative versions of cognitive tests in future studies might partially prevent practice effects. Neural compensation dictates that individual differences in efficiency, capacity or flexibility allow better coping with disruption of adverse cognitive events (Stern, 2009 ). Considering their relatively young age, the subjects under study might have had sufficient cognitive reserve to withstand the cognitive effects of HDBR. Functional MRI (fMRI) studies could help answer the question if cognitive performance over the course of HDBR is associated with functional brain changes (Qin et al., 2003; Chein and Schneider, 2005) .
Sensorimotor Performance
We found that HDBR resulted in deterioration of FMT and standing balance performance. The deterioration appeared larger in HDBR control subjects than in exercise subjects and recovery of FMT post-HDBR was significantly more pronounced in the exercise subjects. The detrimental changes in FMT performance and balance remained significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, although the mitigating effects of exercise did not survive. In comparison with normative control subjects, the HDBR-related performance drop in FMT of HDBR control subjects, but not that of HDBR exercise subjects, was significant. This supports the idea that exercise is an effective countermeasure for the HDBR effects on FMT. However, the aerobic and resistance exercise did not fully mitigate the effects of HDBR on gait and balance. Additional interventions such as supine balance training could further help HDBR effects on balance performance.
Our observations corroborate with previous HDBR studies examining sensorimotor performance that have shown similar detrimental effects of HDBR on FMT and standing balance performance after long-duration HDBR. A 60 days HDBR study conducted in our lab showed that HDBR leads to more time needed to complete an obstacle course that was similar to the one we used in our current study (Reschke et al., 2009) . Interestingly, subjects in our previous study who received daily foot massages (and thus receive tactile and pressure input throughout HDBR) were less affected by HDBR in their performance on the obstacle course than those subjects that did not receive foot massages. Potentially, exercise combined with foot sole massage, and other interventions including balance training (Welch et al., 1993) could synergistically mitigate the detrimental effects of HDBR on gait and balance. A 30-day HDBR study showed that HDBR led to decreased step length, decreased walking velocity, and balance instability (Dupui et al., 1992) . Finally, a 5 day HDBR study did not find evidence for detrimental effects of HDBR on gait, although it did show that post-HDBR, head movement resulted in postural instability and there was in increased incidence of falls (Mulder et al., 2014) . The latter could be caused by posture control deficits similar to what we observed, whereas the absence of changes in gait might be due to the short duration of the HDBR. Using a crossover design, the authors showed that these effects of HDBR were successfully countered by either 25 min of daily upright standing or 25 min of locomotionlike exercise. This shows that loading can mitigate the effects of HDBR on gait, although it remains to be determined if solely loading is enough to also mitigate effects of long-duration HDBR.
HDBR-induced deterioration in motor performance has been ascribed to muscle unloading (Dilani Mendis et al., 2009 ), but may also be partially explained by CNS changes. The cephalad fluid shift in HDBR could lead to an increased intracranial pressure that in turn dysregulates functioning of brain regions, including those that are important for neuromotor control (Liao et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2014) .
The effects of HDBR on FMT and posture control are in line with the effects of spaceflight on these sensorimotor measures. Spaceflight can result in adaptive modification of walking strategies (Bloomberg and Mulavara, 2003; Mulavara et al., 2010) . A study conducted in our lab showed that after 6 months of spaceflight, astronauts (n = 15) performed worse on the FMT and SOT-5 tests compared to pre-flight assessments (Cohen et al., 2012) . Our results indicate that aerobic and resistance exercise is an effective, though not a fully curative, countermeasure for HDBR-related FMT deterioration, and therefore implicate that it could also be a suited countermeasure for the effects of microgravity during and post-spaceflight. The effect of HDBR on standing balance performance was not mitigated by exercise. Targeted interventions such as balance training and motor variability training could improve prevention of HDBR induced FMT deterioration and might be successful in the prevention of HDBR induced postural instability.
Our study is not without limitations. The small sample size of both our HDBR and normative control groups may have prevented our ability to detect small but potentially meaningful detrimental cognitive effects of head down bed rest. In addition, we did not collect information on emotional well-being and data on physical and muscle function have not yet been completely analyzed by the laboratory leading investigation of these metrics. Therefore, we could not adjust for these potential confounders in our analyses. Furthermore, our exercise protocol included both aerobic and resistance exercise. It is therefore not possible to pinpoint the mitigating effects of exercise on sensorimotor performance post-HDBR to either of the two. Finally, the differential interval and number of assessment time points between HDBR subjects and normative control subjects may have affected our outcomes. Studies with larger samples, with separate aerobic and resistance exercise groups, and which have the same number of assessments and equal length intervals for HDBR subjects and normative subjects are warranted.
The current study was conducted to investigate effects of a microgravity analog on cognitive and sensorimotor performance for which the results would translate to the effects of spaceflight on astronauts. However, long duration HDBR could also serve as model to investigate the combined effects of supine body orientation and inactivity that translate to temporarily or permanently bedridden individuals such as pregnant women, or to the large population of elderly residents of nursing homes. Indeed, a previous study in 680 non-disabled community-living persons aged 70 years and older reported that duration of bed rest was associated with decline in activities of daily living, mobility, physical activity and social activity (Gill et al., 2004) . Exercise interventions could potentially also serve as a countermeasure for the bed rest related functional deterioration observed in this population.
Conclusion
Seventy days of six-degree HDBR did not significantly adversely affect cognitive performance in our sample of 10 HDBR subjects. However, our results show that visual dependency during bed rest remained stable in HDBR control subjects whereas performance improved in HDBR exercise subjects. Furthermore, HDBR was associated with loss of FMT and standing balance performance, both of which almost fully recovered 12 days after the bed rest intervention had ended. Aerobic and resistance exercise partially mitigates the effects of HDBR on FMT and can speed up the recovery time course post-HDBR. The mechanisms underlying HDBR effects on sensorimotor performance are not yet fully understood and could include various factors such as muscle atrophy but also CNS changes. Neuroimaging HDBR studies could provide new insights into the potential plasticity of the CNS related to performance changes that result from HDBR. These insights would not only apply to astronauts, but could also translate to individuals who are temporarily or permanently bedridden, or individuals with reduced mobility.
